IDS - REVISION HISTORY

Index 199 .......... New IDS.
Index 289 .......... Added "Summary of Quantities" Box instructions; Updated references (to reflect cell note changes); Changed Pay Item for Reinforcing Steel; Updated copy of cell.
Index 291 .......... Changed Pay Item for Reinforcing Steel.
Index 292 .......... Changed Pay Item for Reinforcing Steel.
Index 304 .......... New IDS.
Index 404 .......... New Index and IDS.
Index 405 .......... New Index and IDS.
Index 430 .......... New IDS.
Index 470 .......... Added language to clarify this is not intended for use on new construction due to uncertainties with service life of adhesive bonding materials.
Index 477 .......... Migrated from IDDS.
Index 480 .......... Added language to clarify this is not intended for use on new construction due to uncertainties with service life of adhesive bonding materials.
Index 700 .......... New IDS.
Index 810 .......... Updated quantity instructions.
Index 811 .......... Updated quantity instructions.
Index 812 .......... Updated quantity instructions.
Index 851 .......... Deleted repeated Pay Item number.
Index 852 .......... Deleted repeated Pay Item number; Updated copy of cell.
Index 861 .......... Deleted repeated Pay Item number.
Index 862 .......... Deleted repeated Pay Item number; Updated copy of cell.
Index 5200 .......... Changed "Sound Barrier" to "Noise Wall"; Changed General Assumption/Limitations to General Design Assumptions, and General Design Limitations and reorganized notes; Added Drainage note; Added reference to Soils and Foundation Handbook; Updated special design notes; Added note for side-installed panels; Updated referenced cells.
Index 5210 .......... Change title and content from "Sound Barrier" to "Noise Wall". Added language discussing design loading.
Index 5211 .......... Change title and content from "Sound Barrier" to "Noise Wall".
Index 5212 .......... Changed Sound Barrier to Noise Wall.
Index 5213 ....... Changed Sound Barrier to Noise Wall.
Index 5214 ....... Changed Sound Barrier to Noise Wall.
Index 5215 ....... Changed Sound Barrier to Noise Wall.

Index 6010 ....... Removed Control Drawing requirements and added reference to those in SDM Chapter 19; Added texture directions; Clarified "Commentary"; Updated copy of cell.

Index 6011 ....... Removed Control Drawing requirements and added reference to those in SDM Chapter 19; Updated copy of cell; Updates to guidance on Quantities.

Index 6020 ....... Removed Control Drawing requirements and added reference to those in SDM Chapter 19; Updated copy of cell; Added instructions for Design High Water Elevations for Data Table.

Index 6030 ....... Clarified instructions for data table regarding foundation soil; Updated copy of cells.

Index 6040 ....... Removed Control Drawing requirements and added reference to those in SDM Chapter 19; Clarified "other boundary restrictions" to be considered when selecting starter pile location. Updated copy of cell.

Index 6100 ....... Added the following text under Design Criteria:
"The details on Index 6110 and 6120 are generally applicable for a TL-4 crash test rating with the 32" traffic railings, and for a TL-5 crash test rating with the 42" traffic railings."

Index 11200 ...... Clarified Design Assumptions and Limitations regarding slipbase.
Index 11310 ...... Updated Data Tables.
Index 11320 ...... Updated Data Tables.
Index 11860 ...... Updated reference to LTS-6.
Index 11870 ...... Updated reference to LTS-6.
Index 11871 ...... Updated reference to LTS-6.
Index 17502 ...... Updated reference to LTS-6.
Index 17515 ...... Updated reference to LTS-6.
Index 17723 ...... Updated reference to LTS-6.
Index 17725 ...... Updated reference to LTS-6.
Index 17743 ...... Clarified compliance of standard mast arm assemblies; Updated reference to LTS-6.
Index 17745 ...... Updated reference to LTS-6.
Index 18111 ...... New IDS.
Index 18113 ...... New IDS.
Index 20005 ...... Added Finishing Machine Weight Table.

Index 20010 ...... Updated Data Tables (allowable strand pattern modified); Updated Beam Chart.

Index 20120 ...... Added new Index and IDS.

Index 20199 ...... Added Index 20120, Revised Title and Data Table to include AASHTO Type II Beams.

Index 20510 ...... Deleted Estimated Quantities table reference; Updated copy of cell. Consider removing language regarding beam seat slopes and refer to the SDG.

Index 20511 ...... Revised intended use. Added reference to SDG for camber and deflection effects; Added AASHTO Type II Beams and updated Data Table.

Index 20512 ...... Added reference to SDG for camber and deflection effects; Added AASHTO Type II Beams and updated Data Table.

Index 20600 ...... Clarified reason for prestressing; Updated Data Table.

Index 20654 ...... Updated Data Table.

Index 20660 ...... Updated Data Table.

Index 20900 ...... Added instructions to include raised sidewalk concrete quantity in Approach Slab Class II; Updated copy of cell.

Index 20910 ...... Added instructions to include raised sidewalk concrete in Approach Slab Class II; Updated copy of cell.

Index 21100 ...... Added instructions to include Dimension A in the "Strip Seal Expansion Joint Data Table".

Index 21110 ...... Added instructions to include Dimension A be included in the "Poured Expansion Joint Data Table".

Index 21210 ...... Changed "Pull boxes" to EJB’s; and Index 17700 to Pull/Splice box; Reorganized Plan Content Requirements section and added information on median railings.

Index 21600 ...... Added language to clarify these bridges are not suitable for use on horizontal curves; Modified Item 6 under Plan Content Requirements; Added language discussing Thrie-Beam Panel addition.

Index 21800 ...... Added instructions to include the weight per bar/tendon and total weight of bars/tendons in the "Summary of Structures Quantities"; Updated copy of cells.

Index 21900 ...... Removed language that has been transferred to the SDG; Clarified applicability of the Index; Added Pay Item for Contractor Designs; Updated instructions for estimated quantities; Updated copy of cell.

Index 21930 ...... Updated instruction for estimated quantities; Updated copy of cell.